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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome pastor theologian I'm delighted                                         
that you have joined us today here I am                                         
high on the mountaintop ready to take                                           
your biblical theological and your                                              
worldview questions and see exactly what                                        
you've got to talk about today it'll be                                         
a blessing all through and we see you                                           
joining us from across America and                                              
around the world and that's always a                                            
blessing to us to see that I want to                                            
start the broadcast today going back to                                         
a question that came in yesterday had a                                         
good reminder that came a good question                                         
follow-up question that came by email it                                        
had to do with yesterday we had the                                             
discussion about the authorship of the                                          
book of Hebrews and one of the things                                           
that I said was that possibly or Joel                                           
who's here with us again today with                                             
Bible doctrines to live by that he                                              
mentioned Saul wrote in his pre pre                                             
mystery days Saul wrote the book of                                             
Hebrews and I mentioned that that was a                                         
an option a proposal if you will that                                           
had some merit to it now I got the                                              
question that displayed the fact that                                           
many people don't have quite the                                                
understanding of the difference between                                         
Saul and Paul and so the inquiry was hey                                        
are you talking about Saul prior to the                                         
road to Damascus that he wrote that                                             
because in the in the standard                                                  
evangelical understanding the view is                                           
that Saul was pre Damascus pre road to                                          
Damascus and Paul was post road to                                              
Damascus but that actually is not                                               
accurate actually it's when you go into                                         
Acts chapter 13 is the very first time                                          
let's see it's about verse 9 Acts                                               
chapter 13 verse 9                                                              
that up on the screen for you there on                                          
the right hand of the screen it says                                            
then Saul who is called Paul filled with                                        
the Holy Ghost set his eyes on him this                                         
is the first time he is also called Paul                                        
Saul who is also called Paul now                                                
interestingly from this point in the                                            
book of Acts onward                                                             
he is always Paul unless he is referring                                        
to times prior to this or there is a                                            
reference said prior to this so it's a                                          
very clear demarcation that comes in                                            
Acts chapter 13 verse 9 now the                                                 
interesting thing about Acts chapter 13                                         
verse 9 is let's see I don't have either                                        
my Scofield or my bullinger here in                                             



front of me but on this particular King                                         
James I'm using right up here I'm not                                           
sure if you can see it but if I hold                                            
over that asterisk right there                                                  
it tells us that is about ad 45 that's                                          
obviously an estimate that is given that                                        
Acts chapter 13 takes place at ad 45 now                                        
that means we're probably 11 years into                                         
we're 11 years post Damascus Road                                               
experience and it is my position and                                            
Joel's as well that Saul of Tarsus who                                          
had an experience with the Lord                                                 
certainly saw the risen Lord and heard                                          
from the risen Lord on the road to                                              
Damascus and he accepted that Jesus was                                         
the Messiah and he was then told by                                             
Ananias who is devout according to the                                          
law respected by all the Jews he was                                            
then he accepted the kingdom gospel he                                          
went around proclaiming the kingdom                                             
gospel he rent went around as one of                                            
them teaching and preaching the things                                          
of the gospel which he once persecuted                                          
in fact in Galatians let me see the                                             
let's see end of chapter 1 he talks                                             
about Galatians chapter 1 I'll catch                                            
that yes chapter 1 verse 23 the next to                                         
the last verse in Galatians it actually                                         
says then that that that they only heard                                        
this is the churches of Judea they only                                         
heard that he which persecuted us in                                            
times past now preacheth the faith which                                        
he once destroyed now the faith which he                                        
once destroyed is that Apostolic Faith                                          
it was later after that that he came to                                         
the point of receiving the mystery now                                          
if you look in our Galatians series the                                         
very last sermon of the Galatians series                                        
see if I can pull that up for you here                                          
real a little quickly the very last                                             
sermon of the Galatian series I taught                                          
the book of Galatians in one sermon now                                         
granted it is about a one hour two hours                                        
sermon it's a lengthy sermon but                                                
nonetheless I give that overview of                                             
Saul's ministry converting to Paul's                                            
ministry and then we're a part of course                                        
the Pauline ministry now with that the                                          
the the the understanding and to go back                                        
to yesterday's question what I really                                           
was saying is that during that time from                                        
say 34 to 45 is when you would put that                                         
pre solemn mystery this is why yesterday                                        
I mentioned you would have to have an                                           
earlier date to the book of the book of                                         
Hebrews than if we take the approach                                            
that I had taken earlier so again if you                                        
want to catch that overview of Paul's                                           
ministry really because the first part                                          
of Galatians Galatians 1 and 2 are the                                          
kind of an over                                                                 
you of where Paul's ministry was and if                                         



you go to our website here's dot-com                                            
Randy white ministries.com and go down                                          
to the Galatians series and just click                                          
the title right there I think that this                                         
will take you there and my I'm going a                                          
little bit slow there so pardon all the                                         
spinning wheels but yeah if you click                                           
there Galatians then the very last one                                          
is session 27 Galatians in one sermon is                                        
what you want and you can click on that                                         
you get Galatians in one sermon right                                           
there eventually it would all load up                                           
I've got too much too many things                                               
running right now for that but check                                            
that out so I appreciate that follow-up                                         
question was very helpful to to bring                                           
all of that about and make sure there                                           
was a good understanding there I like                                           
what Steven said hello the Steep not                                            
Steven in the Bible I like what he said                                         
too but this is Steven in North Carolina                                        
hey all you peoples from the world of                                           
Bible lovers winston-salem here and                                             
isn't it nice to be in a world of Bible                                         
lovers let's check your questions here                                          
today Charles said I missed asked the                                           
theologian yesterday watched the posted                                         
version what else do I need to do to get                                        
two points added to my get encouraged                                           
you can tell Charles listens to us                                              
regularly because we give out two points                                        
God has given me the ability to give                                            
points for it's kind of like indulgences                                        
you have to do things in order to get                                           
get a few points and you know actually                                          
you get two points for watching live you                                        
only get one point for watching so                                              
you're a little bit behind Charles I                                            
mean there we're gonna have to come up                                          
with some indulgences for you to take                                           
care of aren't you glad                                                         
by the way obviously that's in jest                                             
aren't you glad that we live in the age                                         
of grace I had the wonderful                                                    
let's appear in Charles tell me his                                             
testimony a few days ago about how he                                           
was had his eye on a girl and ended up                                          
with the Lord and it was a beautiful                                            
testimony and what a what a blessing it                                         
is that we're in the age of grace and                                           
you know at because of the Reformation                                          
even in the Reformation those like                                              
Martin Luther I don't agree with him                                            
obviously on a lot of things but he was                                         
saying hey something something doesn't                                          
doesn't jive here between what we've got                                        
in grace and what we've got in the book                                         
of Romans and what we've got in the                                             
Roman Catholic Church now I would say it                                        
still doesn't jive by the way even                                              
though they don't sell indulgences                                              
anymore                                                                         



and what's the difference between                                               
selling and indulgences and telling you                                         
you have to do you know 22 Hail Marys                                           
there's not that much difference and                                            
furthermore I think that Martin Luther                                          
and Calvin and others of that day didn't                                        
go quite far enough they need to do as                                          
our friend Andy Wood says keep ever                                             
reforming speaking of good books by the                                         
way do you know that this book is                                               
forthcoming it got stuck there in the                                           
middle then there we go                                                         
this book is forthcoming it is at the                                           
printer as we speak and it is on sale we                                        
almost never put a new book on sale I                                           
mean we let you buy at full price and                                           
then later on you know after the sales                                          
go down which is like three days then we                                        
put it on sale but here it's on sale                                            
before it ever even comes out $15.99                                            
regular in 1999 I think so you save 20%                                         
on it and you can pre-order it now and                                          
it's on sale you don't need any kind of                                         
coupon any at all and if you just go to                                         
dispensational publishing dot-com you                                           
will see a banner that comes up right                                           
there at the beginning and you will be                                          
able to go right to that and be ready to                                        
go to                                                                           
get that all all purchased and all taken                                        
care of dispensational Publishing calm                                          
there it is and just click right on that                                        
little banner and you will get the                                              
downloadable PDF as as well okay let's                                          
get to the rest of our questions have                                           
you read this is from Jeff have you read                                        
our no Gabba liens the conflict of the                                          
ages I have not I am going to see if                                            
perhaps I have that book I have some of                                         
his and I do not have that one so I need                                        
to I need to check that out of course                                           
many of you also know that just a number                                        
of months ago we put out our no gabba                                           
liens harmony of prophetic scriptures                                           
and it is a very good there it is it to                                         
click the shop button and then I had to                                         
go down to the second page of the shop                                          
just to find it harmony of the prophetic                                        
word is what it is and that's another                                           
one ordered today read today and it                                             
ships today to this one ships today but                                         
it is really his stuff is very good now                                         
are no gabbling I hope I'm pronouncing                                          
that right by the way I always have a                                           
little debate on know what's needs to be                                        
done on the pronunciation of that he was                                        
really probably the youngest of the                                             
editors of the Scofield Bible and if you                                        
look in the front of your Scofield Bible                                        
if you have the 1917 version which I use                                        
the 1909 version you can't get any more                                         
unless you find a good used copy on ebay                                        



but they don't print it anymore                                                 
and the only differences between o 9 and                                        
17 were some minor spelling grammatical                                         
issues and they added the dates in the                                          
column and I love the dates in the                                              
column but Arnaud GABA lien was one of                                          
the youngest of the editors so he                                               
actually wrote a blow                                                           
I need to get it on our website he wrote                                        
a book about the putting together the                                           
the Scofield reference Bible but he was                                         
a great theologian in himself and he                                            
especially as it relates to prophecy now                                        
that's this is an interesting title the                                         
conflict of the ages sounds like it                                             
would be a very good book so I'm going                                          
to check that out at your recommendation                                        
Jeff thank you I have not read it but I                                         
will be digging into that and reading                                           
that and I will look forward to it I                                            
really recommend anything that he writes                                        
not that I would agree with everything                                          
but he definitely had a great mind and a                                        
great grasp of Scripture and like                                               
Scofield                                                                        
he was right at the edge of rightly                                             
dividing the word of truth I again we've                                        
talked about where the Scofield was a                                           
right divider in the past up and he has                                         
some things that are are you would say                                          
that was written by a dyed-in-the-wool                                          
right divider and then he has some other                                        
things that are not but as we also                                              
talked about was it yesterday there's a                                         
broad range within the dispensational                                           
family and I wish that                                                          
dispensationalists could get together                                           
and talk about some of those things and                                         
I think we could probably work our way                                          
through and so I'm inviting dr. Scofield                                        
on to this program at any time that he                                          
would like to do so let's take a                                                
question from our friend Young Christian                                        
and he says I have two questions today                                          
feel free to save some back yeah if                                             
others need it well we'll see how things                                        
go here but I think yeah we've got time                                         
for you he says first as a young man I                                          
realize it's somewhat difficult to find                                         
a mid ax woman somewhat yeah was your                                           
wife mid axe when you met her what's the                                        
course of action with something like                                            
that I'm talking to someone but she's a                                         
five-point Calvinist is this a deal                                             
breaker Oh                                                                      
young Christian we can have such                                                
fun with this one is she pretty                                                 
I'd like to know if she's pretty but                                            
let's let's talk about that my wife was                                         
not a right divider she was an                                                  
evangelical but I was an evangelical at                                         
the time we both loved the Lord we both                                         



loved to study the word we both loved                                           
evangelism and missions and so we had a                                         
lot of things in common there it was                                            
later that I came to in the in the                                              
personal study of my word that I came to                                        
rightly divide the word of truth now she                                        
was with me for the journey and in that                                         
journey there were times when she sort                                          
of looked at me like are you sure about                                         
that                                                                            
but she wasn't the only one looking at                                          
me like are you sure about that this and                                        
this is probably not a surprise to most                                         
of you who do rightly dividing the word                                         
of truth but the evangelical world                                              
honestly doesn't even know what you're                                          
talking about when you go there it's                                            
like you have started talking a complete                                        
new language and they look at you like I                                        
don't know what got into him but                                                
goodness he's I think we need to take                                           
him to to the two same doctor that Joe                                          
Biden needs to go to and get some                                               
medicine because something is not quite                                         
clicking there they totally utterly do                                          
not understand it because the                                                   
evangelical system really run by the                                            
evangelical industrial complex has given                                        
them a worldview and a frame of thinking                                        
that they just have a hard time seeing                                          
beyond and sadly the evangelical                                                
industrial complex has caused people not                                        
to value reading the Word of God                                                
they'll value quiet time they'll value                                          
journaling they'll value listening to                                           
Francis Chan                                                                    
but they don't value studying the word                                          
of God knowing the content and trying to                                        
put things together they don't even                                             
think they're contradictions in the Word                                        
of God and the truth is there's                                                 
contradictions all through the Word of                                          
God they think there's seeming                                                  
contradictions we don't have a problem                                          
with contradictions because we know when                                        
you divide those that it works out                                              
perfectly you put them in different                                             
dispensations and all is fine so she                                            
took the journey with me now                                                    
here's what I would say on your this                                            
this young lady that you have in let me                                         
back up even before that finding a mid                                          
ex-wife you know actually Cory and I                                            
were talking about this just yesterday                                          
we both happen to have good wives and                                           
yet we've got we started talking about                                          
single people and young single people                                           
and how terribly difficult it would be                                          
for a young man to find a wife today as                                         
actually started out we were talking                                            
about college and we talked about what a                                        
waste college was that we don't know                                            



anybody that's using their college                                              
degree that they paid a whole bunch of                                          
money for now they're using their                                               
student loans to you know that Trump                                            
paying off their student loans for the                                          
next 122 years and all that kind of                                             
stuff so and I happen to say the only                                           
reason to go to college is to find a                                            
wife that's that's where Christian women                                        
gather and so you go there you find a                                           
wife so as soon as you found one drop                                           
out save the money drop out but now                                             
there's you need an education but you're                                        
not gonna get it at the college anyway                                          
so you know why bother I've got some                                            
opinions about college we will talk                                             
about that another day but so where do                                          
you go where does a young man go to find                                        
a young Christian woman we don't have                                           
really the kind of community environment                                        
that churches used to have where you                                            
know this church might have a young man                                         
and this church has a young woman but it                                        
was okay because on the fifth Sunday                                            
they got together for a singing                                                 
fifth Sunday singing and dinner on the                                          
grounds and at that point the pastor                                            
here and the pastor here said we need to                                        
make sure young man gets hooked up with                                         
young woman and we need to introduce it                                         
we don't have that kind of Network                                              
anymore unfortunately so what does a                                            
young man do very difficult very                                                
challenging situation because probably                                          
if you go to a solid Bible teaching                                             
Church it's a small Church of old people                                        
I don't have a problem with small                                               
churches with old people by the way I                                           
love small churches with old people i                                           
pastor a small church with old people                                           
and and but what do you do with the                                             
young man that is there or comes in and                                         
he needs to find a wife a very very                                             
difficult situation so here you have met                                        
a young lady now I there's a couple of                                          
things I think I think that you want to                                         
look at am i attracted to this young                                            
lady that's why I said is she pretty                                            
am i attracted to this young lady am do                                         
I enjoy this young lady's company can                                           
she and I have an intellectual                                                  
conversation and carry on to the same                                           
degree and I've seen enough of your                                             
questions to know that you are a good                                           
thinker so is she a good thinker at this                                        
point I don't care if your conclusions                                          
are in a different place I want to know                                         
can she think on the level that you can                                         
think does she have the grammatical                                             
basis the the the the basis of knowledge                                        
and facts and the ability to put those                                          
together logically                                                              



and can she rhetorically interact with                                          
you on this or when you say something                                           
smart                                                                           
that probably is going to frustrate you                                         
after a time unless she's really pretty                                         
but you know you're gonna want someone                                          
you can have this conversation with then                                        
do you like to do so                                                            
of the same things do you like to do you                                        
like to go for a walk in the evening and                                        
she likes to go for a walk a meeting                                            
that's all a-plus put all those things                                          
together we like to spend time together                                         
we like to do the same things we have                                           
intellectual conversations that are                                             
stimulating and work our minds and and                                          
and and and we can find some of those                                           
areas maybe where we can disagree and I                                         
can help teacher and three well the the                                         
biggest thing I think spiritually is                                            
will she take your leadership now she                                           
might be a five-point Calvinist let me                                          
be kind of blunt here see how blunt I                                           
want to be she might be a five-point                                            
Calvinist because young people are                                              
enthralled with five-point Calvinism and                                        
what she really needs is a little                                               
education and there's a lot of young                                            
people that you know just were rabid                                            
five-point Calvinist when they were                                             
young but then they actually read the                                           
Bible and as they began reading and as                                          
they begin looking at it and as they                                            
begin seeing some things a little                                               
different they change their position                                            
that's happened with a lot of people                                            
because Calvinism is a billboard                                                
theology it's it it it pulls together a                                         
few things that are in the scriptures                                           
and it seems to take care of a few                                              
problems and it's God centered so it's a                                        
billboard theology the problem is when                                          
you actually get to reading the                                                 
scriptures and you you end up with some                                         
problems with Calvinism obviously the                                           
biggest problem is what about all those                                         
who soever passages and so you begin to                                         
deal with those on an intellectual basis                                        
so I am NOT always terribly concerned                                           
there's two things that don't bother me                                         
one is a young Calvinist and one is a                                           
young liberal I happen to be an old non                                         
Calvinist in an old conservative God                                            
bless you young Christian for getting                                           
there before you were old we need some                                          
more people like you                                                            
now the reason it doesn't bother me if                                          
they're young and Calvinists and they're                                        
young and liberal is because they just                                          
haven't been around                                                             
block enough times and I will put up                                            
with them if some of you have seen my                                           



facebook you know there's a few young                                           
liberals on there that are absolute I'll                                        
use the Greek word                                                              
II do tests I do tests and I put up with                                        
them and I called them and I have                                               
conversations and sometimes I respond to                                        
their Facebook stupidity and other times                                        
I don't respond to their Facebook                                               
stupidity now III I'm not so friendly                                           
with an old Calvinist and an old liberal                                        
they should know better so young and                                            
liberal young and Calvinist how                                                 
teachable are they that's what I want to                                        
know how teachable are they because when                                        
I was young I was nearly as smart as you                                        
are I wasn't nearly as advanced as you                                          
are and so I see that among a lot of                                            
young people so is she will she take                                            
spiritual leadership then will she take                                         
biblical leadership now you don't have                                          
to marry her tomorrow this is the good                                          
news so you can take and you can say hey                                        
young lady you're pretty I like to spend                                        
time with you we like to have                                                   
intellectual conversations could we                                             
study the book of Galatians together I                                          
love to study the Bible you love to                                             
study the Bible or could we study the                                           
book of Ephesians together it's about                                           
speaks of Calvinism make sure before you                                        
go into Ephesians that you're well                                              
grounded in the in the in rightly                                               
dividing the book of Ephesians but so so                                        
through all that is it a deal-breaker no                                        
now if you were 65 and you know she was                                         
62 that would say it might be a                                                 
deal-breaker something about old dog                                            
some new tricks but both of you are                                             
young I assume she's young I know you                                           
are would young Christian hope and                                              
encouragement be dating old Christian                                           
Calvinists                                                                      
Meany I doubt it put all those things                                           
together does does she make                                                     
heart flutter can you spend a little                                            
time with her but especially does she                                           
want your leadership if she doesn't want                                        
your leadership and if she can't                                                
intellectually take I don't you don't                                           
want a wife that you say now honey this                                         
is what you believe and she says yes sir                                        
yes sir                                                                         
you know you don't want that because                                            
you're you're too intellectual for that                                         
your your mind works too well for that                                          
so work through it when you show her the                                        
facts of a particular scripture will she                                        
go with it so just just start working                                           
through that again the good news is you                                         
don't have to marry her tomorrow so you                                         
can work through Galatians or you can                                           
work through Ephesians or some of the                                           



other books of the Bible or some                                                
doctrinal series that you can work                                              
through and you can go through it or you                                        
can say hey every day I listen to ask                                           
the theologian why don't you listen to a                                        
theologian and then we'll talk about it                                         
and we'll see about these things and she                                        
says it's a matter you can say as a                                             
matter of fact there was this kid on                                            
there today asking about a Calvinist                                            
dating a Calvinist you should listen to                                         
that and see and bring that together see                                        
if you can have a discussion about it                                           
now if she is married to Calvinism then                                         
youyou want a woman who is going to be                                          
your wife not Calvin's wife so if in all                                        
of this you discover yeah this is not                                           
going to work then that's the time to                                           
jump out of that one and to be right                                            
there Stephen says awesome conversation                                         
about dating a five pointer and Randi                                           
right we asked is she pretty well thank                                         
you when I said that I thought I am I                                           
supposed to say that on a theological                                           
program who does she love the Lord well                                         
I hope she loves the Lord but get a                                             
and I'm just gonna read his comment here                                        
I love his straightforward honesty                                              
without a law from a Puritan perspective                                        
Randi is truly a biblical counsellor and                                        
his genuine love for the whole world has                                        
seen through the body of Christ paradigm                                        
well I'm glad I'm read that that was                                            
very nice okay we young Christian I'll                                          
come back to your second questions here                                         
in a moment after I get to some of these                                        
others in Keith in Pennsylvania do you                                          
know of any hard copy versions of                                               
Young's literal translation that is not                                         
in mouse print text sighs I feel your                                           
pain                                                                            
the older I get the more difficult it is                                        
the young Christian doesn't know what                                           
we're talking about here this Bible                                             
right here actually I got as a gift for                                         
high school graduation it's a good                                              
genuine cowhide Bible King James it's                                           
the open Bible that they don't print                                            
anymore was a Study Bible the open Bible                                        
is actually a pretty good dispensational                                        
Bible it's got this tiny print in it and                                        
so I keep it here at my studio desk and                                         
sometimes I travel with it I just                                               
noticed I've got the brochure from                                              
Thessaloniki from when I was there last                                         
fall you should go there with me someday                                        
I travel with this one because it's a                                           
little smaller than the big one but I                                           
only travel with the the glasses so that                                        
I can read it I get totally to your                                             
discussion in a moment genuine cowhide                                          
do you know that that's the you know it                                         



turns their most bibles                                                         
are genuine leather genuine leather                                             
believe it or not though this will upset                                        
the kosher people genuine leather is                                            
almost always Pig genuine cowhide is a                                          
little more expensive and so my sister                                          
got that for me when I graduated from                                           
high school and I still use it today and                                        
it's held up over the years as a good                                           
Bible does I've been studying Bibles                                            
lately                                                                          
now Young's literal translation I think                                         
is a good translation as you know                                               
I keep it it's a good help to understand                                        
the basis of the King James I keep it to                                        
here on the left side of the screen I                                           
refer to it often because it it really                                          
does literally go almost word-for-word                                          
order of the Greek it's not one that's                                          
designed to say read from the pulpit                                            
because the word order is not good                                              
English the word order is good Greek so                                         
I tell you what I'm gonna do for you                                            
Keith is I am going to look up and see                                          
if I can find a large print Young's                                             
literal translation I very well may be                                          
able to do just that thank you we'll                                            
definitely check into that okay let's                                           
see here again young Christian I'll come                                        
back to your questions here in a little                                         
bit                                                                             
Bev up in Wisconsin have you heard of                                           
the of Robert Kennedy the largest theft                                         
of the world lar largest theft of the                                           
world new comments recently I haven't                                           
I'll have to look that one up sounds                                            
like an interesting thing you know what                                         
I've been discovering lately I don't                                            
know why I'm why I've been discovering                                          
this lately but there are so many                                               
interesting things that are happening or                                        
happened in the world I've been learning                                        
a lot of things that that happened                                              
somewhere along the way one of the                                              
things I think that has brought about                                           
this is I've just kind of made a habit                                          
of I got a subscription to                                                      
newspapers.com                                                                  
I don't know it's it's fun most people                                          
use it for genealogy maybe someday I'll                                         
do that but I use it to look up old                                             
dispensational articles and but I've                                            
also kind of gotten in the habit of just                                        
looking at papers say from a hundred                                            
years ago or when I find an old                                                 
dispensational article I especially like                                        
the 1890s to the 1910s find something in                                        
the newspaper about dispensationalism                                           
and then I often go to the headline and                                         
see what the headline there you know for                                        
1904 was or something like that                                                 
some things that you look at and say                                            



whoa that what a movie that would make                                          
and my problem with it is I always want                                         
to do some further research and then I                                          
Google the guy's name and then I find                                           
out and like for example babe were you                                          
with us the other night as we were                                              
talking about the socialist and the fact                                        
that the first socialist in Congress was                                        
from Milwaukee Wisconsin and forgotten                                          
his name now baggert braggart but                                               
buggered bug uh anyway some guy like                                            
that he was the boogeyman and that                                              
Milwaukee was a little kind of socialist                                        
out I didn't know these things now I                                            
don't know about the largest theft of                                           
the in the world here Robert Kennedy I                                          
will check that out                                                             
thank you sue in New Jersey always good                                         
to hear from you can you offer the                                              
Oxford English Dictionary through                                               
dispensational publishing seems that                                            
there are many volumes let me check on                                          
probably probably it is not necessary                                           
that the average person keeps in their                                          
library and the reason is if you if you                                         
remember from your days at school                                               
college high school and you went to the                                         
library and they had the dictionary over                                        
there the one that was this big that                                            
pretty much is the Oxford English                                               
Dictionary and it is hundreds of dollars                                        
to to buy the things so normally when                                           
people want to see the Oxford English                                           
Dictionary they do one of two things one                                        
is they go down to their public library                                         
public libraries can be a great source I                                        
like public libraries there in almost                                           
every town and if they don't have one                                           
you ought to say you all should get an                                          
Oxford English Dictionary it is the                                             
standard for the English dictionary                                             
I love it in Bible study                                                        
in studying the King James because I can                                        
go back to a particular word and I can                                          
see how the word was used in 1611 and I                                         
can also see what the etymology of the                                          
word is and that gives me so much                                               
insight to the thinking behind the word                                         
I think the Oxford English Dictionary is                                        
great now so one one way people use it                                          
is they go to the library the second is                                         
they do it online and that is what I do                                         
here is Oxford English Dictionary I                                             
happen to already be logged in to my                                            
account and you can you know put in your                                        
word like dispensational and bring bring                                        
that up and you should spell it right I                                         
should know how to spell dispensational                                         
shouldn't I and then here we go                                                 
let's see let's go to it it sends us to                                         
dispensation here or dispensational is                                          
pertaining to a dispensation it gives                                           



some uses of it but let's go ahead and                                          
go here to dispensation now you see                                             
there there's a lot of stuff in there                                           
this is why it's such a big dictionary                                          
again let me bring this out the act of                                          
dealing out or distributing there's an                                          
Anatomy goes on through here the act of                                         
administering ordering or managing a                                            
system by which things are administered                                         
the orderly administration of things                                            
this is why sometimes some Bible                                                
translations will refer to a                                                    
dispensation as the administration given                                        
unto me and but but here in in this term                                        
or stewardship sometimes that's used                                            
there get rid of the pop up there but                                           
here's a an example from the Wickliffe                                          
Bible 1384 so I would say okay 1611 1384                                        
it's gonna predate the King James and                                           
you can do a little look                                                        
now one of the things is it keeps it in                                         
that original language there so the                                             
easiest thing is I say first corinthians                                        
chapter nine verse 17 and then i can                                            
look at that old english for soft if i                                          
willing to do this thing or how made                                            
softly if something may will dispense s                                         
yawn is batik to me whew that was                                               
meaningful maybe this is why we don't                                           
use a week live bible today but let's                                           
find a newer one here's an 1860 man may                                         
forget to abuse his stewardship in the                                          
dispensation of one talent now here it's                                        
obviously used as the dispensing as one                                         
talent as effectually as the                                                    
dispensation of ten nonetheless i can                                           
look up all of that now i don't know i                                          
think that i got it on a special i think                                        
that a that it's about ninety dollars a                                         
year for a subscription but again i                                             
think i got that on a special for their                                         
90th anniversary so i think I got a good                                        
deal I'm dreading the point when my when                                        
it expires and I'm unable to get the                                            
good deal anymore but nonetheless I'll                                          
check and see what it actually costs to                                         
buy an Oxford English Dictionary you                                            
won't want a large print thanks sue I                                           
appreciate that very much and let's see                                         
our next question and comes from YouTube                                        
but Pastor Rick out in Fresno do you                                            
believe the US was founded on Christian                                         
principles or that was founded as a                                             
Christian nation do you consider it a                                           
that's well as I looked this up some say                                        
it's fake I don't know but it's been                                            
attributed to him for a long time so                                            
let's just go ahead and bring it up                                             
speaking of Patrick Henry and well now I                                        
can't find the the the quote sorry about                                        
that but the the quilt nonetheless is                                           
that our nation was founded on Christian                                        



principles actually said our nation was                                         
founded by Christians not religionists                                          
he said because it was founded by                                               
Christians                                                                      
that's why religionists are allowed to                                          
exist he said because it was a Christian                                        
founding you have Islam                                                         
you have Judaism you have one religion                                          
to borrow from Thomas Jefferson now I                                           
think he said you can worship one God                                           
two gods are no gods you've got all of                                          
this because it was founded I would say                                         
on Christian principles now probably in                                         
the broadest sense of the word what you                                         
would have to say is our nation was                                             
founded on judeo-christian principles                                           
and it certainly was more than any                                              
nation down through the history of the                                          
world I suppose it was founded on                                               
judeo-christian principles that is the                                          
old and the New Testament probably is                                           
important to say judeo-christian because                                        
as you know the the Puritans were not                                           
rightly dividing the word of truth the                                          
Puritans were legalistic the Puritans                                           
needed to read a little bit of Galatians                                        
because they were Galatia night they                                            
were Judaizers                                                                  
and so there was a lot of shall we say                                          
bad theology in there but nonetheless                                           
judeo-christian principles were very                                            
much at the foundation of all of it                                             
I have mentioned before that in many                                            
many places here's a picture that I can                                         
show you that just brought this up on                                           
the internet the the old Taos Courthouse                                        
had this picture above the judge this                                           
fresco fresco a fresco fresco I think                                           
Fresquez the drink isn't it Moses the                                           
lawgiver there it is Moses the lawgiver                                         
now that set up above the judge in the                                          
Old Courthouse Taos County these                                                
paintings I've talked about before                                              
frescoes again we're done by the works                                          
project administration the WPA and so                                           
the government was paying artists they                                          
just as well having them do something                                           
that the government was paying people                                           
they just as well have them do something                                        
and indeed they had these artists and                                           
their fabulous frescas when you come to                                         
Taos New Mexico I will take you there                                           
I'll give you a tour and we will see all                                        
that I've talked about that before but                                          
the the entire nation really was founded                                        
upon those kind of principles so                                                
Christian principles or more broadly                                            
judeo-christian principles it was                                               
founded and in that manner it made it a                                         
Christian nation I'm comfortable saying                                         
that it was a Christian nation now that                                         
said it was a nation built upon the                                             



freedom of religion and so it probably                                          
wouldn't be completely proper to say it                                         
was a a nation founded by and only for                                          
Christians it was founded by Christians                                         
or at most those who are friendly to                                            
Christianity and were deists                                                    
held judeo-christian principles even                                            
like a Ben Franklin and Thomas Jefferson                                        
though they were not Christians they                                            
certainly held to judeo-christian                                               
principles sometimes not very well                                              
namely when they went to France but you                                         
know would you call it really a                                                 
Christian nation I to me a Christian                                            
nation let me use an example you've got                                         
the Islamic Republic of Iran that is an                                         
Islamic nation in the very of documents                                         
it that's the religion there I think                                            
even if you go to Israel today it is a                                          
Jewish nation the United States never                                           
was a Christian nation though it was                                            
always built upon Christian principles                                          
so in that sense to call it a Christian                                         
nation I don't really have a problem                                            
with it if you're a historian and you're                                        
talking real accurately then let's say                                          
it was started by Christian principles                                          
is it a Christian nation today but that                                         
would that would be a stretch I think                                           
that it has potential to come back to                                           
its judeo-christian roots but there's                                           
not anything that seems to be aiming in                                         
that direction the if let's take the                                            
state constitutions I think you can go                                          
to your state constitution even in the                                          
state of Alcatraz you can take my state                                         
in the New Mexico I think you'd go to                                           
all 50 states and you'll find that there                                        
is a there's the in the preamble you're                                         
going to have a very strong remark about                                        
Almighty God and clearly the state that                                         
you live in every one of them was going                                         
to be based upon Christian principles I                                         
don't think there is a secular state in                                         
the founding of the Constitution now if                                         
a state were to let's say you know the                                          
state of New York was to completely                                             
abolish its constitution and write a new                                        
constitution would                                                              
they write those kind of Christian                                              
principles judeo-christian principles I                                         
doubt it                                                                        
you know the the Democrats phone with                                           
the mouth to have that kind of talk                                             
about God in there so not really now in                                         
that Institute to to add one I'll let me                                        
give some good news here                                                        
probably more Christian than most other                                         
Western nations with perhaps this here                                          
you get into a lot of Catholicism but                                           
with perhaps the exception of some of                                           
the Latin American countries the Latin                                          



American countries the Christian                                                
influence pardon me for using that term                                         
very broadly including Catholicism is                                           
going to be pretty strong even a country                                        
like Brazil where I understand I may be                                         
wrong on here but I understand that                                             
about 50 percent are what they call                                             
evangelicals and so maybe Brazil as a                                           
society is more Christian than we are                                           
Rio's not known for it are they accept                                          
that there's that big statue of Christ                                          
looking over the city there so could you                                        
argue that that we're the most Christian                                        
nation I think of the European nations                                          
of the you know anglo-saxon nations the                                         
United States is probably the most                                              
Christian nation there is but you didn't                                        
ask if it was the most you asked if it                                          
was a Christian nation probably not for                                         
for me oh you're right ban the Roman                                            
Catholic Church still sells masses for                                          
the dead there is an indulgence thing                                           
you got to pay the church to have have                                          
the mass there Fred a comment about                                             
Hebrews hurt a Baptist preacher say that                                        
Saul Paul wrote Hebrews in two parts                                            
this sounded like Saul wrote the first                                          
eight to ten chapters and Paul completed                                        
the book of Hebrews he probably said                                            
that because chapters 12 and 13 really                                          
do sound like Paul whereas chapters 1                                           
through 11 sound more like a Jew                                                
theologian so that's probably where he                                          
came with that and yeah I can understand                                        
that i think i think probably again my                                          
position and i'm open to this but my                                            
position would be that paul wrote it but                                        
he wrote it to the jew and so he's                                              
sounding like saul but he is paul so                                            
it's it's no mistake that the longer he                                         
talks the more he's going to talk like                                          
paul and that's exactly what it does                                            
especially after he gets out of the                                             
theological portion of it finland Ginty                                         
good to see you and congratulations by                                          
the way on the beautiful baby girl that                                         
was born into your family and we're                                             
thrilled with that assuming i have the                                          
same gentie here because you're usually                                         
on facebook and this is on youtube I'm                                          
looking at so if you did not have a baby                                        
then then I take all that back but to                                           
the question in Daniel chapter 10 verse                                         
13 the prince of the kingdom of Persia                                          
withstood the messenger that was sent to                                        
Daniel was the Prince of Persia Satan                                           
let's pull up that very interesting                                             
passage again Daniel 10:13 and here it                                          
says exactly as we have read it out the                                         
prince of the kingdom of Persia                                                 
let's see no excuse me me is the                                                
messenger angel the prince of the                                               



kingdom of Persia withstood me one in                                           
twenty days but lo Michael one of the                                           
chief Prince's came to help me and I                                            
remained there with the king of Persia I                                        
am going to pull up my notes on this                                            
passage of Scripture because I have                                             
taught this in the past and let's just                                          
see what I have said                                                            
here I think maybe I can enlarge that a                                         
little bit there we go                                                          
okay the prince is the Tsar Hebrew word                                         
does let's see here it would be the air                                         
make words are from which we get the                                            
word Caesar and Tsar like the Russian                                           
Tsar that come from in Daniel 10 it is                                          
used in thirteen twenty and twenty-one                                          
and is used as a spiritual force not a                                          
physical person thus the prince of the                                          
kingdom of persia is one of the                                                 
invisible rulers of the darkness of this                                        
world that is a fallen angel now that                                           
was my position when I taught Daniel                                            
that it was a fallen angel it says let's                                        
say at the end of the verse came to me                                          
and I remained there with the king of                                           
Persia I said this is a difficulty bruh                                         
phrase this section I believe is in                                             
Hebrew a difficult Hebrew phrase but                                            
either means I left Michael there with                                          
the king of Persia or Michael came and                                          
helped me and then went on his way and                                          
left me there it's hard to determine who                                        
who remained there exactly but the the                                          
question there was the Prince of Persia                                         
Satan is maybe so I put it as a fallen                                          
angel I think it's one of the other it                                          
is definitely either Satan or a dim or a                                        
demon fallen angel the the the Prince of                                        
the kingdom of Persia withstood me well                                         
let's say you know this is just you know                                        
Prince Ali from Persia how is he going                                          
to hold up the angel yet at the same                                            
time he is the prince of the kingdom of                                         
Persia that would mean that you have at                                         
that day really a an incarnation satanic                                        
incarnation of one of the rulers of this                                        
world if if there's actually the guy you                                        
know he's got a name Ali and                                                    
the prince of the kingdom of persia but                                         
maybe the prince the Tsar of the kingdom                                        
of Persia doesn't actually mean the                                             
person that is there by the way Prince                                          
is the word that is used there in the                                           
King James in 1611 of course with its                                           
British background it is used to speak                                          
of one who is going to rule but is not                                          
ruling yet so this could be an invisible                                        
force rather than you know Prince Harry                                         
that is there so the the the czar of the                                        
kingdom of Persia was behind the scenes                                         
like in The Wizard of Oz and and Satan I                                        
don't think you I don't think you could                                         



be proven wrong to say it's Satan                                               
therefore you're right it is certainly                                          
Satan or a satanic force that is at work                                        
there that stops this messenger angel                                           
from getting in Daniel chapter 10 to                                            
Daniel to share the message very                                                
interesting passage of Scripture that is                                        
there follow up how come this Prince is                                         
more powerful than this angel and why                                           
did God not intervene that maybe God did                                        
intervene by sending Michael the                                                
Archangel it does give us the picture                                           
that you've got degrees of strength                                             
within angels and is it what's the                                              
putting down the force let's see here                                           
where is it the angel with the sword                                            
innocent I think this is it right here                                          
there's a number of different depictions                                        
here when you look it up the problem is                                         
it gets mixed up with st. George killing                                        
the dragon probably need to know the                                            
name of the artist but there's that very                                        
famous painting that I'm not finding I'm                                        
not finding it here so I'm going to show                                        
my art ignorant but it shows the the                                            
angel destroying the enemy and is it a                                          
famous painting or a famous here it is                                          
st. Michael the Archangel statue                                                
I'll bring the UH bring it up here I'm                                          
not sure this is the one I'm thinking of                                        
but it's the one I'm thinking of is very                                        
similar to this one here where you've                                           
got Michael the Archangel who looks a                                           
little wimpy but actually is destroying                                         
either Satan or the messenger there I                                           
don't know somebody look look this up if                                        
you're into art design i I think this                                           
there I think there's another one that's                                        
the one I actually had in mind but I                                            
wonder if it's built on Daniel 10:13 in                                         
art history you could come to see now                                           
why is this why is the one angel weaker                                         
and it has to come about and and you                                            
know Michael has to come remember                                               
Michael and Satan are the ones that                                             
fought over the body of Moses that would                                        
kind of give the indication support for                                         
it being Satan in Daniel 10:13 to say                                           
look the regular angel couldn't do it                                           
Michael had to be brought in again at                                           
what doesn't prove it but it's a little                                         
bit of case to strengthen it there                                              
strengthen the argument that this would                                         
be Satan why didn't God intervene I                                             
would question that assumption I would                                          
say maybe he did intervene by saying                                            
Michael go get him and                                                          
he goes there that would be a very                                              
interesting study to look at in the                                             
study of angels you know when we study                                          
angels we tend to look at the kind of                                           
the nice things and don't look at this                                          



little battle that was going on here if                                         
you're studying angelic beings and                                              
angelic battles that would be very worth                                        
going into looking into thank you and                                           
again congratulations on your baby if                                           
we've got the right                                                             
Ginty here from finland rick says do you                                        
have any practical advice for christians                                        
when it comes to investing is it wise to                                        
get into stock market or do you                                                 
some people are good at investing                                               
they've got a little bit of gut sense                                           
about it and they have the time to do it                                        
find those people and ask them and go by                                        
their track record is about all that I                                          
would have to say there that has not                                            
been my area of expertise I always have                                         
wished that I could just look at the                                            
stock market and say oh you should buy                                          
that one that one's going to go up I                                            
think it's actually a matter of watching                                        
it every day the reason I can take                                              
biblical theological worldview questions                                        
is because I study the Bible every day                                          
those who watch a particular stock for                                          
example and it goes up it goes down they                                        
actually know you know hey buy it here                                          
because it's definitely gonna be up you                                         
know tomorrow or the next day because                                           
this is just little fluke whatnot I I                                           
think you invest on solid companies that                                        
are going to be around and you're pretty                                        
secure that in the long run that's going                                        
to go up but I think it I think that                                            
takes some time or some knowledge of the                                        
company so I would find someone who's                                           
got that just a little bit                                                      
and boy I've got all sorts of stuff I                                           
want to jump back up here and get young                                         
Christians second question let's see my                                         
second question is are you one who holds                                        
that the KJV alone is the divinely                                              
inspired Word of God or is it rather                                            
just the best done translation we                                               
currently have if if if it is the only                                          
inspired Word what about those in other                                         
languages are we blessed with a more                                            
accurate version just because we are                                            
white english-speaking people what a                                            
good question I I am one that believed                                          
that God preserves his word but I am NOT                                        
one who as you described it here let me                                         
go back to your words here I am NOT one                                         
that believes that the KJV alone is the                                         
divinely inspired Word of God I think we                                        
have the Word of God and I think that we                                        
have the Word of God by taking the King                                         
James and then looking and saying ok why                                        
did those what were there 72 pardon me                                          
if I'm off on that 7 why do those let's                                         
call it 72 why did those 72 translators                                         
develop this sentence based upon this                                           



Greek I learned a long time ago maybe                                           
not so long ago I learned a while back                                          
III haven't most people know I've got                                           
formerly nasbe stained fingers but I                                            
learned that to correct the King James                                          
was really a position of arrogance                                              
because the more I learned about those                                          
translators the more I learned how                                              
unbelievably smart those guys were they                                         
were they were the best linguist may                                            
the world has ever put forth all                                                
gathered together in one room and you                                           
know here comes this preacher from New                                          
Mexico so nah they got that wrong they                                          
literally were probably the best                                                
linguist the world has ever gathered                                            
together now today there's not that many                                        
linguists and they they don't ever get                                          
together and all those kind of things                                           
but just unbelievably smart so I look at                                        
it and I say okay I want to know why                                            
they came up with that sentence and or                                          
why did they translate the word in that                                         
particular way and in studying that then                                        
I go back to the Greek or I go back to                                          
the Hebrew I go back to the bishops                                             
Bible which was their ground zero so to                                         
speak I look at the various translation                                         
what did Wickliffe say what did the                                             
Cambridge that the the Geneva Bible say                                         
what were the various versions prior to                                         
1611 of course looking at the bishops                                           
and trying to figure all this out I want                                        
to get into their mind and look at it I                                         
want to see everything they do now                                              
normally then if I look at it first and                                         
say no that's a mistake if I'll just do                                         
that then I come to say no it wasn't a                                          
mistake this is how they got there I                                            
understand now how they got there and                                           
really by then I'm saying I fully agree                                         
with it they had some good brains in the                                        
room they had a great conversation about                                        
this I wish the only thing I wish is                                            
that they'd had translators notes or a                                          
recording going on of the conversation I                                        
would love to have heard that there are                                         
some but I you know I want to know every                                        
detail back there and I we don't have                                           
quite all that but I come and say okay                                          
now I recognize it now there are times                                          
when I would say today 2020                                                     
maybe there's a better word now                                                 
unfortunately what a lot of people do is                                        
they say this word is a better word than                                        
that word therefore the King James was                                          
wrong and using that word and again                                             
I've realized it's not good to be quite                                         
so arrogant                                                                     
I look at it and say when I go back to                                          
it this is where I use the Oxford                                               
English Dictionary I go back to it and                                          



say well guess what this word that's a                                          
better word didn't even exist then so                                           
they didn't have that better word we                                            
might have a better word today in in the                                        
English language                                                                
or many many times excuse me I look and                                         
say okay this word did exist then but it                                        
didn't mean then what it means now and                                          
they would have said the wrong thing to                                         
use this word so what I've discovered is                                        
that we really do have this amazing                                             
unbelievably accurate translation of the                                        
word of God now this there's actually                                           
more issues than that which underlying                                          
text are we going to use there's hunt                                           
there's hundreds of underlying texts out                                        
there there's lots of variances well                                            
let's look at we have God's Word                                                
sometimes we have to do the homework                                            
to not only to know the Word of God but                                         
to understand the Word of God let's take                                        
a simple one Matthew chapter 16 excuse                                          
me mark chapter 16 the ending of mark                                           
chapter 16 does it belong does it not                                           
belong well you can say it's in the King                                        
James it belongs or you can do like the                                         
more Liberals we're doing say nope it's                                         
not in them in the oldest text and                                              
therefore it doesn't belong it's that's                                         
too simple if you're really going to say                                        
I want to know what the Word of God is                                          
then I'm going to look and I'm gonna do                                         
a study of what what's all these                                                
variances what's up here and for me I                                           
default to the King James so if I don't                                         
have time to study it I'm gonna go with                                         
what the King James says and I do that                                          
just because I've studied and I've done                                         
it enough that I know that it's not                                             
gonna let me down that those guys did                                           
the study and I can kind of trust the                                           
work that they have done you take some                                          
of the modern versions the new American                                         
Standard Bible even the new American                                            
Standard Bible I used for all of my                                             
ministry is not the new American                                                
Standard Bible you buy today it's a very                                        
it's a different one it was changed in                                          
1995 I always used a pre 95 version you                                         
can't even buy                                                                  
pree 95 version today unless of course                                          
you buy it on ebay so already the new                                           
American Standard Version is is the                                             
revision of the American Standard                                               
Version which is the revision of the                                            
Revised Standard Version so you've got                                          
you've got the Revised Standard you've                                          
got the American Standard you've got the                                        
new American Standard you've got the new                                        
American Standard 95 and and significant                                        
changes on it you've got the ESV which                                          
recently had a an update so you got the                                         



updated ESV which is let's call it the                                          
new ESV and then you've got the ESV                                             
which is a revision of the Revised                                              
Standard Version so ESV is almost the                                           
same thing as the Revised Standard to                                           
change some things all of these they                                            
change them you got the Holman Christian                                        
standard Bible which is was only the                                            
Christian was only the homeland                                                 
Christian Standard Bible for a few years                                        
until the Christian Standard Bible had                                          
to be updated and now it's just called                                          
the Christian Standard Bible and when                                           
they update it again it'll be the better                                        
Christian Standard Bible you know why go                                        
through all this let's take one that the                                        
church I use that with term broadly has                                         
accepted and if I need poom I just I've                                         
got to know that I've got the Bible I'm                                         
gonna pick this up because the church                                           
has accepted it the church has done the                                         
research the church has done the work                                           
the broad majority of the church has                                            
said this is the Word of God I hold in                                          
my hand the Word of God now I think                                             
that's what to go with now when I come                                          
to a particular issue I'm gonna go ahead                                        
and do the study and and what I usually                                         
come up with is I guess what the King                                           
James had it right or I understand why I                                        
thought they had it wrong at least so I                                         
don't think there are more accurate                                             
English versions out there there's not                                          
one that you can just default to and                                            
know that it's your you're gonna you                                            
you're gonna have a soft landing there                                          
there are some that the others I think                                          
they're just way too many errors in it                                          
and we talk about the Word of God being                                         
truth without mixture of error so again                                         
for me I'm gonna take the King James I'm                                        
gonna go with we're not when I don't                                            
have time to study Greek when I don't                                           
have time to study Hebrew or I don't                                            
understand it enough I'm gonna go with                                          
the King James and and because of that                                          
I'm not going to use a new American                                             
Standard in my preaching or an ESV and                                          
my preaching or or even a new King James                                        
for that matter because the new King                                            
James is not nearly as accurate as the                                          
King James and no other Bible besides                                           
the King James gives me the pronoun help                                        
that I need without going to the English                                        
in Hebrew                                                                       
thank you for your good questions there                                         
and your good thinking I appreciate all                                         
Nancy up in Pueblo West Colorado and                                            
Isaiah 53 and first Peter 2:24 who is we                                        
and he who by whose stripes we are                                              
healed                                                                          
and what's the meaning of healed in                                             



these passages well it depends on if you                                        
talk to a Pentecostal or you talk to an                                         
evangelical or you talked to a                                                  
fundamentalist but let's see what the                                           
Bible has to say Isaiah 53 verse 5 which                                        
is quoted in 1st Peter chapter 2 verse                                          
24 and it says but he was wounded for                                           
our transgressions he was bruised for                                           
our iniquities the chastisement of our                                          
peace was upon him and with His stripes                                         
we are healed the question who's the we                                         
and who is the he and what what is the                                          
meaning of the healing well that's about                                        
a 2-hour answer                                                                 
and since we don't have two hours I just                                        
won't answer no I'll give you a little                                          
bit of an answer and then let's go back                                         
there one of these days I think we had                                          
Boaz on our program the other night on                                          
the theological insomniac and asked him                                         
the question about Isaiah 53 and Boaz is                                        
a Jew and he he said Isaiah 53 is                                               
messianic he said all the Jews believe                                          
it's Messianic now some have said we                                            
didn't bring this up on the conversation                                        
but there are some Jews who say well the                                        
suffering servant is actually the nation                                        
but the the Jews that actually are                                              
studying that text Orthodox conservative                                        
Jews they say it's Messianic and then                                           
Boaz pointed out the difference between                                         
that Jewish interpretation of its                                               
messianic and the Christian                                                     
interpretation of its messianic would be                                        
that the Jewish interpretation would be                                         
its messianic we just don't know who the                                        
Messiah is the Christian would say it's                                         
messianic and we know who the Messiah is                                        
partly by Isaiah 53 but so the he in                                            
this passage I think is this suffering                                          
servant it is the Messiah now he was                                            
wounded a passive participle in the pill                                        
el I think you notice I put in was I                                            
think that is accurate in the in the PLO                                        
form but this is prophetic                                                      
so it's speaking in the future as it has                                        
already happened by the time of the                                             
cross and by the time at first Peter                                            
chapter 2 verse 24 it had happened he                                           
was wounded for our transgressions I                                            
think that speaking of Christ on the                                            
cross bruised for our iniquities                                                
speaking of Christ upon the cross now                                           
our in that contact                                                             
has to be the Jewish people I don't                                             
think there's any way you're gonna get                                          
out of I say a chapter 53 that hour is                                          
the whole world so can we say he was                                            
wounded for our transgressions he was                                           
bruised for our iniquities only in a                                            
general sense the Jewish nation can say                                         
that because that's what it's about                                             



and of course Peters talking to the                                             
Jewish people now I think we can find                                           
other passages of scripture that would                                          
say for example in first John chapter 2                                         
verse 2 that he became the propitiation                                         
of our sins and not only ours but also                                          
of the whole world but our here really                                          
is the Jewish nation and so the                                                 
chastisement of our peace the Jews peace                                        
was on him and with His stripes we the                                          
Jewish people are healed now let's look                                         
at let's just pull up the times that                                            
particular word healed is used so here's                                        
there's the you know in the form of a                                           
physician but Exodus 21 19 okay shall                                           
cause him to be thoroughly healed yeah                                          
that is in a physical sense as well and                                         
repair ah see here's one first first                                            
Kings chapter 8 verse 30 and lied just                                          
said unto all the people come near unto                                         
me and all the people came near unto him                                        
and he repaired the altar of the Lord                                           
that was broken down so what you see in                                         
the sixty seven times and you could go                                          
through that is clearly a lot of times                                          
it is healed or relates to a physician                                          
now what you would have to do is go                                             
through these 67 times we know of one in                                        
first Kings where really is talking                                             
about a repair now by His stripes we                                            
obviously is in the plural and yeah okay                                        
this is what I wanted to check let me                                           
show                                                                            
you something here we right there at the                                        
bottom of your screen it says                                                   
first-person plural but healed the verb                                         
is is the third-person singular so why                                          
do we go from a first-person singular to                                        
a excuse me first-person plural we to a                                         
third person singular healed this says                                          
that the healing is for the group it is                                         
not an individual kind of thing if it                                           
was individual healed would be also in                                          
the plural but if says we are healed in                                         
the singular                                                                    
there was one healing that is a healing                                         
of the nation that takes place so to say                                        
by His stripes I overcome you know                                              
bursitis and arthritis and you overcome                                         
you know high altitude sickness whatever                                        
it is I that is a misuse of the grammar                                         
there when you have the plural with the                                         
singular that's always for the group the                                        
plural pronoun with the singular verb                                           
always means that happened to the group                                         
the plural pronoun with the plural verb                                         
means it happens to each individual who                                         
happen to be within that pronoun of Li                                          
excellent question there appreciate that                                        
we're out of time here but I'm gonna                                            
keep going here for just a moment Rick                                          
says my wife and I met in high school                                           



and our youth groups got together for                                           
activities we then went to the same                                             
Christian school and went to Bible                                              
College together we've been married for                                         
19 years by the way did I did I say that                                        
today is Nathan and Whitney's third                                             
wedding anniversary and of course they                                          
got a little baby to celebrate with him                                         
this year and happy Anniversary to them                                         
Joel gives some advice to the young                                             
Christian an unequal yoke is more than                                          
saved or unsaved it has to extend to                                            
one's doctrinal position if both of you                                         
enjoy Bible study is she open to                                                
understanding Amen when you come to say                                         
I do make sure that she accepts your                                            
doctrinal position                                                              
when you're first starting out a                                                
relationship you you don't have to be                                           
there in the end you want to be there or                                        
that really can cause some problems and                                         
Oh Nancy getting a new hip by His                                               
stripes we are healed I'll claim that on                                        
you so that you can travel to Israel                                            
with us how does how do you filter                                              
through conspiracy theories are there                                           
any immediate indicators to look forward                                        
do you know which ones to throw out                                             
right away which ones do you choose to                                          
examine I wanted to put a little thought                                        
unto that because have you noticed how                                          
many conspiracy theories later turn out                                         
to be true and yet we we dismiss those                                          
conspiracy theories upfront so is there                                         
a a bellwether so to speak is there a                                           
canary in the mine that you can look at                                         
this and say hmm it goes against this                                           
principle let me think I might and chew                                         
on that great great great thought our                                           
question there and Joel must be our art                                         
student for today guido reni arc angel                                          
is that the one that hi yes this is the                                         
one that I was thinking yeah a little                                           
bit a little bit different did a that                                           
famous sculpture right there or and                                             
maybe is the panelist a lot of paintings                                        
it must be paintings based upon the                                             
sculpture I think because if I'm not                                            
mistaken or maybe the sculpture is                                              
painted based on the paintings for that                                         
matter                                                                          
not sure yeah that says Guido there                                             
there he is there I knew there was some                                         
famous picture on that somewhere and                                            
appreciate all that okay did I miss                                             
anybody over on Facebook or anything                                            
yeah make sure I haven't missed any of                                          
that okay so I got a little homework                                            
like finding a large print Young's                                              
literal translation find out what how                                           
you can get an Oxford English Bible and                                         
let's see also don't forget you can go                                          



to dispensational publishing dot-com and                                        
you can get Patrick Henry right there                                           
20% off and I hadn't even come out yet                                          
it'll ship about maybe 20 seconds at the                                        
printer $15.99 it's on sale regular                                             
$19.99 just like 500 pages it's a nice                                          
little book and you'll enjoy that it's                                          
been fun to be with you tonight we do                                           
have at Randy white ministries or right                                         
here where you're watching wherever it                                          
is we've got session number two of the                                          
Baptist faith and message you can just                                          
go right there click session number two                                         
and bring that up the chat box is                                               
already there you can put in whatever                                           
hello chats you want and tonight by the                                         
way let me bring that back up tonight                                           
right here is where the outline will pop                                        
up and it will be ready and we'll have a                                        
good time looking at theology tonight                                           
even if you're not Baptist I think                                              
you'll enjoy looking at really where                                            
we're gonna just analyze theology                                               
tonight last week we did some history                                           
tonight we're gonna analyze theology                                            
will have fun it's been fun being with                                          
you as always and happy Anniversary to                                          
Nathan and Whitney on number three and                                          
many more to go and we hope many more                                           
babies to go to and hear from high atop                                         
the mountaintop and Studio B I'm doctor                                         
Randy white and we've had fun with asks                                         
the theologian thank you so much for                                            
being with us here too                                                          
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


